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GET BACK ON THE HORSEand other advice from one writer to another
BY ERIN MOS, KS/MO CO-REGIONAL ADVISOR

As I write, we are two weeks into the
shelter-in-place of this pseudoquarantine. I don’t know about you,
but my life has altered. My husband
runs an essential business which has
turned him into a stress-ball of
insomnia. And my kids are now
schooling from home, which has
turned me into a heavy drinker. I
cannot imagine this becoming the
new normal. My liver can’t either.

Full disclosure, this is the second time
I’ll have written this article. The first
one was pre-coronapocalypse and no
longer feels relevant. The final topic
I’d decided to tackle as contributing
co-RA, was discouragement. But as
the entire globe is now in a viral
discouragement spiral, I’ve decided to
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try something new: positivity.

This, then, is an article on resilience.
Why Resilience?
BECAUSE REJECTIONS SUCK.

I grew up riding horses. Show
jumping, to be specific. One of my
trainers told me (as I crawled around
looking for my glasses) that a rider is
not a rider until they’d been thrown at
least 5 times. Let’s just say, if you
want to take up riding, I’ve got you
covered. Every. Single. One. Of. You.
Writing reminds me of that. Only in
writing, it’s more like spiffing yourself
up in order to chase a herd of wild
horses with a rope. If you catch one,
you try to stay on as long as possible.
Only, inevitably, to be tossed,
trampled, and ground into the mud.
And then you get up and do it again.
And that’s what separates the
successful writers from the would-be
“I’ve got an idea for a book” folks—
the willingness to get trampled.
Painfully. Repeatedly.

Getting back on the horse is 99% of
the battle. Again, I know this from
first-hand experience. Twice, my
mother made me remount the horse
that had just thrown me to prove I’d
conquered my fear. Then she drove
me to the emergency room. (Is it any
wonder I became a horror writer?)

Questionable parenting decisions
(and a head full of stitches) aside, this
is a lesson writers need to learn: how
to get back on the horse.
SCRIBBLES

You’ve been rejected,
now what?
Let’s start with the painful truth: I
can’t make you less likely to get
rejected. I can’t even make it hurt less.
But what I can give you are a couple of
helpful ways to mitigate the pain (gin)
and keep going (so you can get more
rejections!).
Plan
I love short stories. I write many and
submit them often. This means I get a
lot of rejections. That sucks.
But not as much as the acceptances
send me sky high. That’s what keeps
me resilient. (See how I did that?)

What I’ve learned is to plan ahead.
For every short story I am submitting,
I create a spreadsheet of at least 10
potential venues. I keep track of their
submissions periods and I even have
query letters saved and proofread. If/
when I get a rejection, I’m ready. I’ve
recently started submitting to agents
and thus far, I’m finding the same
policy helpful. I’ve got a list, and I’m
adding to it weekly. When the next
rejection rolls in, I’m prepared to hit
send.
But After 24 Hours
I always give myself one day to vent
and moan. I have a drink (or three), I
whine to my friends, husband, or the
checkout lady at Target. I have (on
occasion) stormed around the house
convincing my Golden Retriever that

cont’d on pg. 2
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the editor was crazy and would inevitably be sorry when I
referenced this particular rejection during my Newbery
acceptance speech. After one day of feeling sorry for
myself, I let it go. (Other than adding to my Arya Starklike list of literary vengeance.) And hit send.

“why them and not me?” Maybe I’m wrong, and I am the
only one with such feelings. But if I’m not, I’ve got a few
tricks for this as well.

Get Support
I’m an introvert. I might have referenced that once or
twice—or written an entire article about it. I’m also the
kind of stubborn that’s tiresome before I even walk in a
room. But even I accept that I can’t make it through the
writing life alone. I need supportive friends. And so do you.

Know Yourself
I’m feeling a bit like Hamlet’s Polonius when I say this, but
knowing who you are is one of the most important parts of
being creative. In terms of the journal that rejected my
story and accepted my friend’s work, it’s important to
remember that editors are just people (despite what you
may have heard). And after you move past the niceties of
grammar and craft, editors select stories on roughly the
same criteria one uses to select a mate. The right story/
writer just hits a nerve and fits their taste at the moment.

But not just any friends. Your circle must be made up of
creative people who like you. But most importantly, they
must be people YOU like. Why? Well, first off, life is just
better if you like your friends. I might be exposing myself a
bit, but I suspect many of us have had “friends” who we
didn’t fully enjoy. In such instances, I’ve found it hard to be
supportive, or genuinely receive support. In short, having
true friends makes it easier to be your best, most honest self.

And you’re going to need that. The creative life is a roller
coaster with thrilling highs, traumatic lows, and a lot of
upset stomachs. When you’re trying not to toss your
cookies on the way down, and a friend is giddy at the crest,
it’s nice to remember you genuinely enjoy the company.
It Is Not Zero Sum
Just because that person you follow on Twitter just got an
agent doesn’t mean there is one less slot in the agented
world for you. Good news for another writer doesn’t mean
bad news for all the others. There are always new agents
needing new clients and old agents needing fresh voices.
The same holds true for publishers. And even in the cases
where there really are a limited number of slots (see below)
there are always other opportunities. You just have to look.
With a Green Tint
Some time ago, a short story of which I’m proud was
rejected from a horror publication. When the journal was
released, I discovered that a friend’s story was featured
instead. Unbeknownst to either of us, we’d been vying for
the same slot. I’ll openly admit to enjoying her story, but
I’ll equally admit that it took me longer than it should to
send her a congratulatory email.

Even knowing that I both truly liked this woman and that
she is a highly talented writer didn’t make the sting less
biting. As hard as it is to admit, I’ll go ahead and say that
while I was happy for her, I was also frustrated and
rejected. I don’t think I’m alone in having these weaker
moments. It may be hard to discuss, but I’ve witnessed
enough frustration over the years to suspect that many, or
maybe even most, writers have experienced moments of
2

(Side note: the story in question is under consideration at
another magazine. Other opportunities, I just had to look.)

My friend’s horror is full of wide-eyed innocence and
classically drawn shadows. My sideways snark has all the
innocence of a bag of broken glass. At that moment, the
editor in question wanted what she had to offer. It is all a
matter of taste. And lucky for us, we live in a wide world
full of all sorts of types and preferences.
Remember that the same holds true for agents and
publishers. We are all looking for a connection. Like
dating, finding it could take years.

Lean into It
This bit of advice follows closely in the footsteps of the
prior—know your strengths and lean into them. I’ll never
write the great American novel. And that’s okay. I can read
them, appreciate them, and then go back to my oblique
Cthulhu references and zombie squirrels. Furthermore, I
can remind myself that the editors and agents who want
horror drawn with classic lines won’t be thrilled with my
man-eating lightning bugs.
But I do believe that in this wide world, I’ll eventually find
an agent who does want to traipse down my path of
Lepidopterophobia. Eventually I’ll find them hiding in
some dark corner, laughing at things that make other
people wince, and eating sour Skittles by the handful.
He/she/they might not be the agent for you. But get back
on the horse. And be resilient.
ERIN MOS, CO-REGIONAL ADVISOR
Erin Mos wears many hats (and several
names) – not the least of which is regional
co-advisor for the Kansas-Missouri SCBWI.
Under the name E. Lillith McDermott she
writes dark fiction from her home in Kansas
City where she collects apothecary bottles,
spell books, and the tears of her enemies.
She periodically geeks out at GeekMom.
com and her other work can be found at elillithmcdermott.com
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A letter to our membership
BY JESS TOWNES, KS/MO CO-REGIONAL ADVISOR

At a time when we face so much uncertainty on all
fronts, I’ve been grateful to SCBWI and other
individuals and organizations who are working hard to
ensure we still have access to learning opportunities and
spaces to gather online. I know that for many of you, the
writing goes on. There are deadlines to be met, stories
bursting to be told. For others, writing may be a source
of comfort or refuge from the daily stress of life in a
pandemic. It is so important to take joy in the things we
love, and I am glad that many of you are able to do that
in your work right now.
Then there are the rest of us.
Those of us wondering if it’s still okay to call ourselves
writers if we aren’t actually writing.
Those of us feeling inundated by the online offerings for
classes and accountability and writing challenges.
Those of us who aren’t able to write at this moment, for
a wide variety of reasons which are too many to list.
Those of us now quietly nurturing a fear that our
creativity won’t find its way back to us.

in my own writing with her, we are experiencing
collective trauma. If your house were on fire, you might
not stop to paint a painting before you put out the
flames. Likewise, if your world has been turned upside
down, you may find it hard to tap into your creativity at
this moment. And that is okay.
For years I’ve followed the sage advice of writers like
Elizabeth Gilbert or many others, who reminds us that
we can’t wait for our muse to do our work. That we need
to show up, butt in chair, and show our muse that we are
ready when she does eventually arrive, and in the
meantime, we will be writing anyway. I still believe that
to be true.
But I also know that these are not normal times, and in
not normal times, we sometimes have to choose paths
unfamiliar to us, and still trust that our muse will find us
on the other side.
Take the time you need.
You are a writer.
The words will eventually come.

Those of us mourning the loss of something that once
sustained us.

JESS TOWNES, CO-REGIONAL ADVISOR

If that’s you, I want you to know you aren’t alone. And
rather than point you to more resources for inspiration
or motivation, I instead want to invite you sit with the
idea that it’s okay to be exactly where you are right now.
I want to invite you to offer yourself some grace in this
moment. As my therapist said when I shared where I am

Jess Townes currently serves as regional
co-advisor for the Kansas-Missouri
SCBWI. She is a children’s writer and a
regular contributor at All the Wonders.
She lives in Wentzville, Missouri with her
ukulele-strumming husband, two insatiably curious boys, a shoe-stealing dog,
and two cats. jesstownes.com.

Follow SCBWI KS/MO
facebook.com/ksmoscbwi
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Coping Creatively with Corona
A 30-Day Challenge
In these strange and uncertain times, are you looking for some
creative direction? Maybe you want to use this time to create a
new habit. Maybe finish a first draft? Work on a specific skill?
Using the following worksheets, create a personalized
30-day challenge, just right for you. In this handout you
will find four worksheets to accommodate the different
kinds of 30-day challenges you can set for yourself.

If your goal is to complete a first draft of a picture book or
novel, break it down by pages, scenes, or chapters. Use
Worksheet 1 or 2 (chronological vs. flexible).

WHAT IS YOUR GOAL?
If your goal is to pursue your creative work
with consistency, try a Daily Time Goal of
writing/drawing.
Suggestion: Commit to working on your project for 30
minutes a day. Using Worksheet 1, fill in the daily goal.
Then, each day, check off when you have achieved that goal
and include any notes you would like to remember about it.
For example, you may notice over the course of 30 days
that you are more productive at certain times of day.

If you prefer a less rigid schedule, give yourself flexibility.
For example, commit to a list of different time goals, and
each day evaluate which one is manageable for that day.
Using Worksheet 2, fill in your list of goals. Then, each day,
fill in the date on the goal you accomplished, in whatever
order it happens. Suggested goals: 5 days each of 10, 15, 20,
30, 45 and 60 minutes.
If your goal is to improve a specific creative skill,
try a Focus Goal.
This can be applied to any writing or illustrating goal.
Some examples include:
• Timeline inconsistencies
• Too-low stakes
• Under-developed world building

On Worksheet 1 or 2, fill in your 30 specific goals to
address the issue(s). (Worksheet 1 if you intend to follow
in order, Worksheet 2 if you would like the flexibility to
choose your goal each day.)
If your goal is to finish a certain project, or
reach a certain milestone in your project,
set a Productivity Goal.
You could set a word count as with NaNoWriMo (50,000
4

words, or 1,667 per day), or an illustration goal as with
Inktober (one ink drawing per day), or set your own total
goal and divide it by 30 for a daily goal. For example, if you
would like to write 10,000 words over the next 30 days, set
a goal of 333 per day. (Use Worksheet 1)

If your goal is to develop several ideas to provide
a jumpstart for your next projects, set an Idea
Development Goal.
Are you running low on Picture Book Ideas? Break the
30-day challenge into six 5-day challenges. For 5 days you
will explore different aspects of a single picture book idea.
Then on Day 6 you will start with your next idea, and again
on Days 11, 16, 21 and 26. By the end of the 30-day
challenge you will have six picture ideas to pursue. Using
Worksheet 3, you can fill in your notes as you go over the
next 30 days.

Would you like to develop new characters for your
portfolio? Use 5 days per character – mini 5-day challenges
– to develop six new characters. Using Worksheet 3, keep
track of your progress by making brief notes on your
character progress. Remember to move on to the next
character on Days 11, 16, 21 and 26.
If your goal is to organize your (many) ideas or
generate some new ones, set an Idea Catalog Goal.
Do you have lots of ideas rattling around in your mind?
Would you like to provide yourself with a checklist of
possible future projects? Depending on how much time
you would like to give to this challenge, create an Idea
Catalog in one of these ways, using Worksheet 4:
1. Each day write a one-line summary of an idea.
You’re done!
2. Each day write a one-line summary of an idea.
Then, in a notebook or sketchbook, take some time
to flesh out the idea.
3. Before you start the challenge, list 30 project ideas.
On each day, spend some time exploring that idea.
But on the next day, move on to the next idea!
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Coping Creatively with Corona ... cont’d from pg. 4

30-Day Challenge (Worksheet 1)

Start Date:

End Date:

My goal for the next 30 days is to: _____________________________________________________________________
DAY/DATE

DAILY GOAL

NOTES



1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

cont’d on pg. 6
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30-Day Challenge (Worksheet 2)

Start Date:

End Date:

My goal for the next 30 days is to: _____________________________________________________________________
GOAL

NOTES

DATE COMPLETED

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

cont’d on pg. 7
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30-Day Challenge (Worksheet 3)

Start Date:

End Date:

My goal for the next 30 days is to: _____________________________________________________________________
DAY

GOAL

DATE COMPLETED

Idea 1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Idea 2
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
Idea 3
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
Idea 4
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
Idea 5
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
Idea 6
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

cont’d on pg. 8
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Coping Creatively with Corona ... cont’d from pg. 7

30-Day Challenge (Worksheet 4)

Start Date:

End Date:

My goal for the next 30 days is to: _____________________________________________________________________
DAY/DATE

IDEA



1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Shared by Nicki Jacobsmeyer. Originally published in the newsletter of SCBWI Benelux (Belgium, Netherlands, Luxembourg) Region
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ILLUSTRATOR’S CORNER

For Our Illustrators
BY ROBIN SCHUBERTH, KS/MO ILLUSTRATOR COORDINATOR

Hello fellow illustrators,

ILLUSTRATION MENTORSHIP 2020:

I hope this edition of Scribbles finds you all well and safe
in quarantine (And creating lots of new works!) While we
are going digital with our Illustrator Day Conference, our
SCBWI KS/MO leaders are planning a great conference
in November for you all to attend live! Please see below
for upcoming Illustrator events for our SCBWI region.

UPDATED ILLUSTRATOR EVENT INFORMATION
Illustrator Day 5/2-5/3
In lieu of in-person meetings we will be sponsoring Zoom
portfolio critiques with Zoey and Claudia! VIRTUAL
CRITIQUES WILL BE SCHEDULED OVER THE
FIRST WEEKEND OF MAY. If you have signed up for
a portfolio critique, you will be scheduled for a one-on-one
Zoom meeting with your faculty member. Before that
meeting, you will be asked to submit portfolio images via a
shared drive such as Dropbox. Once that is done, faculty
will consider the images and then discuss during the
one-on-one. All times will be for roughly 10 minutes.
MIDDLE OF THE MAP CONFERENCE
ARTWORK CONTEST 2020
Are you an illustrator
and SCBWI member
looking for fame,
fortune, and glory?
SCBWI Kansas/
Missouri has a contest
for you! The 2020 Fall
Conference is just
around the corner, and
we are in need of an
illustration for
advertising purposes.
We are accepting
submissions starting
2019 Winner Chuck Gaston
May 1st through May
31st. The winner will be notified by the 1st of July, and
will receive free tuition to the 2020 Kansas/Missouri
Fall Conference on November 6-8, 2020. Please find out
all the details at ksmo.scbwi.org/event-2020-middleof-the-map-conference-artwork-contest/
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I am super excited to
announce that our Illustrator
Mentor for this year is
Sarah Walsh! She is a
multidisciplinary artist with a
body of work spanning 20
years ranging from illustration,
painting, pattern design, hand
lettering, product creation,
character design and more.
Sarah Walsh
She received her BFA in
graphic design in upstate NY where she grew up. Look
for information coming soon on our KS/MO SCBWI
website, but in the meantime check out Sarah’s website:
About - Sarah Walsh Makes Things
ROBIN SCHUBERTH, ILLUSTRATOR COORDINATOR
Robin Schuberth lives in a treehouse
home on stilts in the Kansas City area.
Her illustrations are inspired by objects,
architecture, and landscapes. Her
favorite medium is watercolors, but she
is comfortable in all areas of illustration,
having taught visual arts and design at
the secondary level for thirteen years.
Please feel free to contact her by email
at robinschuberth@gmail.com.

Check out
our featured llustrator
of the month at
ksmo.scbwi.org/featured-illustrator
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Making the Most of Critiques Without Freaking Out
BY PEGGY ARCHER, KS/MO PAL COORDINATOR

“Readers will love this!” we think. But without someone to
read our writing we are stuck in our own story, without any
way of being able to foresee how the reader will react. The
only way to really know is to have someone else read it
first. Critique groups are one way to do that.
Critique groups are our support groups. Whether in
person, online, or in a virtual meeting. They ‘understand’
because they’re ‘on the same page’ as we are. That doesn’t
mean that it’s always easy to accept what they have to say.

As we listen to comments from our writing friends our
brains may scream—No! You’re reading it all wrong! That’s
not what I meant—why can’t you get it!? That’s not the way
the rhythm goes…. and more. We want honest feedback, so
why is it so hard when we get it? And what can we do to
make the most of it?

make the same comment or suggestion, then you probably
need to look at it more closely. Remember, you can’t change
how the reader thinks, but you can change your words to
help them see things the way that you imagine them.
Learning from critiques doesn’t stop at critique groups.
Conference critiques are valuable and well worth the fee.
And you’re sure to get more comments down the road
from an agent or an editor who has a lot to offer in making
your manuscript even better. So, take a deep breath, write
their comments down, and take time to think about it
before deciding what to do. Then, with a little help from
your friends, turn out the very best version of your story!

Remember that writing is a business—critiques are
‘nothing personal.’ We’ve poured our hearts out into our

story and bared our souls to the world. We’ve written and
revised, over and over again. Honest feedback may
sometimes feel like ‘personal’ criticism, but in a critique
group it’s all about the writing. And it’s another way to
learn and improve.
Don’t argue a point. When we start to defend our

Peggy’s critique groups

writing, we stop listening. Instead of responding right away
to comments, take them home and think about them. It
helps to write comments down on paper, and then put
them aside until the next day. If your initial reaction is to
disagree, don’t assume that the advice you’ve received is
wrong. Reading it again with fresh eyes can help you
decide if the advice is useful or not. And you might be
surprised!
Agree, or not. Your name goes on the finished manuscript.

Don’t change something just because someone says you
should. Think about what was said and decide if it would
make your story better in some way, easier to understand,
or more engaging. If you agree, then change it! If not, leave
it as it is.

Watch and listen. Your critique group is your first ‘reader.’

Watch (and listen if it’s read out loud) as they read your
story. What does their body language tell you? Did they
get excited, worried, or laugh in the right places? Did they
understand the story, or were they confused, or come to the
wrong conclusion?
Have several readers for your manuscript. Because not

PEGGY ARCHER, PAL COORDINATOR
Peggy Archer’s newest picture book, A
Hippy-Hoppy Toad (Schwartz & Wade/
Random House 2018), just won the
SCBWI Mid South Division Crystal Kite
Award, and is a Junior Library Guild
Selection. Her other recent picture
books include Name That Dog! (Dial)
and From Dawn to Dreams (Candlewick Press). Originally from northwest Indiana, Peggy and her
husband now live in O’Fallon, MO. peggyarcher.com

everyone sees something the same way, it’s good to have
more than one reader. When you get their critiques look
for similarities in their comments. If three or more people
10
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How The Story Center Helps Writers & Illustrators
BY SHANNON THOMPSON

Located in Kansas City, Missouri, The Story Center is a
special initiative of Mid-Continent Public Library that is
focused on storytelling. When I first heard of a library
involved with the storytelling process, I knew I had to be a
part of it. Storytelling has always been a fundamental part
of who I am, as I imagine many of you can relate to, and
The Story Center lives at the heart of storytelling in a way
libraries haven’t done before.

While libraries have always supported storytelling by
providing books, DVDs, and other items, The Story Center
goes a step further by helping storytellers create stories and
explore options for sharing those stories through free
programs and services. We all know how expensive
conferences can get, and while those have definite value,
The Story Center stays true to the library model of access
for all, by creating a free and open space for all kinds of
storytellers to learn and grow.
Established in 2013, The Story Center is located on the
Woodneath Library Center campus, and celebrates writers,
illustrators, performers, podcasters, and anything in
between. Whether you’re searching for in-depth writing
classes, want to brush up on your speaking skills, or hear
from experts who’ve navigated the business side of your
storytelling field, we have courses and resources for you.
Create Your Story
Our customers range from expert storytellers to those
who’ve never written a word but have always wanted to.
We serve everyone, and so do our teachers. Our guest
lecturers come from all over the world and bring unique
skills to every course offered. Most prominently, we offer
the Storytelling Certificate Program in partnership with
Metropolitan Community College. We have two tracks—
Written Storytelling and Oral Storytelling—with plans to
create a Digital Storytelling track in the near future. To
date, we’ve had 34 graduates of the Certificate Program,
with 22 in Written Storytelling and 12 in Oral
Storytelling. We currently have over 200 students enrolled.
That said, you do not have to be enrolled in the program to
attend a Story Center class. In fact, we host programs
independent of the Storytelling Certificate Program every
month. The subjects are chosen based on customer
feedback.
One part I personally love is taking courses that I didn’t
think pertained to someone like me. I’m an author. A
writer by trade. I never thought oral storytelling was
something I needed to study or learn, but sitting in on the
courses has taught me so much about how to improve my
11

The Story Center
work as The Story Center Program Manager, as well as an
author, and how to engage with my audiences in new and
creative ways. Genres I’ve never considered before have
become fun places to explore. Different types of
storytelling have expanded my worldview and served as
inspiration. Meanwhile, courses on writing basics have
provided much-needed gentle reminders that we
sometimes forget, even as seasoned storytellers.

As writers and illustrators, we know there’s always room
for growth, and The Story Center offers a place to cultivate
your voice—not to mention the business side of
storytelling. I recently sat in on The Story Center’s threepart program series about podcasting, taught by Sam Zeff,
a reporter at our local NPR affiliate KCUR. Not only did I
learn how to create a professional podcast, but I learned
how to utilize podcasting as a potential marketing tool.

Possibilities for creating your story quickly become endless,
and creation is only the beginning.
Share Your Story
As writers and illustrators, we know that developing a story
is only the first step. Finding a way to share it is next.
Whether you’re searching for critique or publishing
options, The Story Center provides the tools you need to
get there. For example, we host a monthly critique group
and an annual Publishing Week every April. What I love
best is watching writers and illustrators finally meet their
people. When we hear that a critique group formed
because of the time and space we gave them, I am thrilled.
My joy grows when that same group reports further
success.
We also have publishing options at The Story Center.

For the self-publisher, the Espresso Book Machine can
print and bind a book in five to seven minutes. This can be
used for smaller projects, such as printing your family’s
cont’d on pg. 12
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The Story Center ... cont’d from pg. 11

genealogy story, or labors of love, such as self-publishing
your novel. For those that love self-publishing, our Local
Author Resources database includes a list of editors,
graphic designers, and more. If you prefer traditional
publishing, our staff can point you toward additional
resources, or our imprint can consider your work. The
Woodneath Press is a library-as-publisher model, and we
publish local authors or local content. An editorial board
reviews all submissions. To date, we’ve published seven
books, our latest being Healing the Heart and Mind: The
Therapist’s Workbook of Poetry by Steve Daily. Fun fact: Steve
Daily also graduated from the Written Storytelling
Certificate Program.
I currently serve on the editorial board, and I am always
delighted to read through submissions and discuss how we
can support these local authors, as well as how their work
might be incorporated into the Library’s programs and
resources across our three-county district.

Connect with the Stories of Others
Connecting with your community can often be the hardest
part of being a storyteller, but The Story Center
understands the value of that third and final step, and we
offer connection opportunities in several ways. My
favorite? Every November, we celebrate NaNoWriMo
(National Novel Writing Month) with weekly write-ins,
specialty programs, and a Local Author Fair. Last year, 30
authors came out to meet with the community and chat
about their books. Over 200 readers attended, with plans
to attend again this year.
We also house local books in The Story Center Collection,
a special collection of Mid-Continent Public Library that
is geared toward storytellers, which includes numerous
books by authors who have been accepted into the
Library’s ReadLOCAL program. The ReadLOCAL
program highlights local talent by inviting writers in the
Library’s service area to submit their work for
consideration twice a year.

In addition to ReadLOCAL works, The Story Center
Collection includes books on writing, publishing, editing,
marketing, oral storytelling, and more. Recently, I caught
up on Writing Irresistible Kidlit: The Ultimate Guide to
Crafting Fiction for Young Adult and Middle Grade Readers
by Mary Kole, and I learned so much. In fact, I often learn
from our collection, and I am happy to provide
recommendations anytime.

Last but certainly not least is The Story Center Speaker
Series. In partnership with the local, independent
bookstore Rainy Day Books, The Story Center showcases
internationally recognized authors, such as Celeste Ng,
Shannon Messenger, and more. Last November, we
brought in Janet Evanovich for the launch of Twisted
Twenty-Six. Nearly 400 people braved the Midwest winter
to come out and hear her share her storytelling journey.
We aim to host an author event every month, complete
with a Q&A and book signing. These events are a perfect
opportunity to gain inspiration and connect with a fellow
storyteller.

I am truly proud of everything we do at The Story Center.
Every day I am blown away by all the storytellers who I see
follow their dreams. It certainly inspires me to follow mine.
Discover how The Story Center
can help you tell your story today
Go to mymcpl.org/StoryCenter.

We also invite storytellers to submit educational
storytelling programs for consideration.
SHANNON A. THOMPSON
During the day, Shannon A Thompson
is the Program Manager of The Story
Center. At night, she writes young adult
novels. When she isn’t writing, reading, or organizing storytelling programs,
she’s talking to her cats. Visit Shannon
A. Thompson at ShannonAThompson.
com.

Tips for Terrific Titles
BY JENNIFER LANE WILSON

Why focus on something as small and basic as a title?
Because a terrific title might be the edge your manuscript
needs to become a published book. And because the
process of naming is fun: characters, stories, your own kids
and/or pets, imaginary vacation homes (mine would be
called Sky Cottage). Naming your book requires far less
endurance than most researching, writing, and revising. The
creation of a book might be a marathon, but the choice of a
title is more like the 50-yard dash.
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What do energetic kids, exhausted parents, and
overworked agents and editors all have in common?
Shallow attention spans. Your title has about two seconds
to convince the reader to grab the story from the shelf or
slush pile. If that happens, there’s a chance the reader will
fall as deeply in love with your story as you already are.

Does your title snap, crackle, pop? Will a kid say, I can’t
wait to read this! Or will a librarian say, I must order this!
cont’d on pg. 13
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If your story is a gift to the world, the title can be a festive
bow, enticing the reader to unwrap it.
If your story is a cozy home for your quirkiness, the title
can be a window, inviting the reader to peek inside.

If your story is a dark and stormy night, the title can be a
flashlight, illuminating the reader’s way.
For inspiration, I’ll share examples from a few of the
award-winning authors in our very own SCBWI region.
HELLO!
A title is your greeting to the reader: Hello! Or Pssst! Or
Watch out!

You get one chance to make a first impression. What
impression do you want to make? Funny, whimsical,
spooky? Is your plot charming or menacing? Along with
the cover art, the title gives clues about the book’s
personality and sets expectations.

A Hippy-Hoppy Toad (by Peggy Archer): The bouncy title
leaps off the cover of this picture book. The reader can
predict that it’s a rhythmic read-aloud. What a match for
the squirmy preschooler who can’t sit still!

Bernice Buttman, Model Citizen (by Niki Lenz): When the
main character has a giggle-inducing name, of course you
use that in the title. The reader will anticipate that this
middle-grade novel has a sassy sense of humor.
HOOK
A hook is what makes your book stand out from the crowd.
In the fiercely competitive world of publishing, good isn’t
good enough. What gives your story a unique slant?
Consider using the hook in your title.
Emergency Kittens! (by Jody Jensen Shaffer): The title of
this adorable picture book is your syllabus for Intro to Hooks
101. Random House editor Frances Gilbert tweeted that
she would have acquired the story “if Jody had sent a blank
piece of paper with that title on it (this is what we mean by
a “hook”).” Lesson learned.
Me, Fr ida, and the Secret of the Peacock Ring (by Angela
Cervantes): This is how to hook grade-schoolers and
introduce them to the mystery genre. Frida Kahlo? A
mysterious secret? An unusual ring? Sign me up.

A Friend For Henry (by Jenn Bailey): A simple title gracefully
conveys the heart of this picture book. The search for
friendship, in this case by a boy on the autism spectrum, is a
universal experience. Youngsters can identify with Henry’s
loneliness and with his happiness in finding a friend.

Darius the Great is Not Okay (by Adib Khorram): The title
taps into teen angst in this YA novel. Notice the
juxtaposition between greatness and the main character’s
emotional struggle, which will resonate with readers at this
stage of life and beyond.
HELP?!
If you’re still stumped on a title, get out your writer’s
toolbox. Use tools like alliteration and rhyme. Think about
especially vivid words or phrases in your manuscript.
Consider hinting at the outcome of the plot, without
giving too much away. Bounce ideas off critique partners.

Brainstorm. Challenge yourself to fill an entire page with
potential titles. Your first thoughts might be decent. Warming
up your creative muscles, however, can help you generate
alternatives that are less obvious and more imaginative.

Browse titles of similar books. While you’re at it, don’t
forget to check online to see if any other books already
share your top contenders. It’s not necessarily a problem if
they do, but why not score points for originality if possible?
You might choose a title at the beginning or end of a
project, or anywhere in between. I recently conjured up an
intriguing title – a title in search of a story. Now I’m
researching options and energized by the possibilities for a
new nonfiction picture book.

And yet, after all your effort, don’t get too attached to any
title. My agent asked me to replace the title for a
manuscript currently out on submission. An editor told me
to improve the title of another manuscript. Ouch! I was in
love with my original titles. I wanted to complain, but in
the interest of being professional and easy to work with, I
didn’t. Instead, I brainstormed fresh ideas and created titles
that everyone (including myself ) agreed were even better.
Better – not perfect – which is a good motto for writing
and for life.
JENNIFER LANE WILSON

HEART
A title can hint at the heart of your story and its emotional
impact. Identify the feelings experienced by your main
character and ponder how kids will connect with those
feelings. What makes your story meaningful?
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Jennifer Lane Wilson writes kidlit for kidlets
(which is much more fun than her past
work as a legal writer). She lives in
Shawnee, Kansas with her husband and a
standard poodle named Bunnie in an
empty nest. You can find her at
jenniferlanewilson.com or @jenwilsonkc.
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“I hate to say it, but the only thing we’re
destined for is the grave. Any success that
comes before that is the result of a lot of hard
work and plenty of failures.”

John Kerr (1950-2016) – Editor and Author, Nonfiction

BOOK MARKETS
Colorado-based BAILIWICK PRESS publishes books
that are “funny, whimsical, or magical.” Not interested in
work that is “raunchy, mean-spirited, or dark.” Serious
issues are welcome but must be treated with levity and
pathos. Bonus if authors are social media savvy and can use
their platform for promotion. (Institute of Children’s
Literature (ICL) eNews 2/13/20 and BailiwickPress.com)
BROTHER MOCKINGBIRD PUBLISHING a small
publisher based in Florida, is committed to discovering
writers from the American South. “While our focus is
Southern Fiction and authors, we will never reject a good
story no matter where it originates.” Currently seeking
young adult and women’s fiction, from romance to mystery
to fantasy to historical. No erotica, novellas, or picture
books. (BrotherMockingbird.org)

CHRONICLE BOOKS seeks projects with a unique mix
of traditional and innovative flair. Publishes fiction and
nonfiction, as well as board books, decks, activity kits, and
other unusual formats. Only hard copy submissions accepted.
Responds within six months if interested. Visit website for
guidelines. (ICL eNews 2/20/20 and ChronicleBooks.com)

Family-operated, Texas-based CLEAR FORK
PUBLISHING has launched a new middle grade imprint,
&MG. Currently seeking stories that reflect tough,
contemporary issues facing readers ages 9-14. Spork, Clear
Fork’s children’s imprint, is accepting queries for concept
books, nonfiction books, and fiction picture books that are
character-driven with a narrative arc. Chapter books are
also welcome. CFP, the young adult imprint, is accepting
YA manuscripts. Submissions can be made using the form
on the website or by emailing publisher Callie MetlerSmith at Callie@Clearfork.media. (Children’s Book Insider
(CBI) – February 2020 and ClearForkPublishing.com)

Wyoming-based ELM BOOKS/GEN-E BOOKS has an
ongoing call for “children’s books for a diverse America.”
Looking for middle grade and young adult short stories
and novels about kids of color and/or kids from
14

economically distressed communities (African American,
Latino, Native American, Asian, urban, rural and
international). Prefers clear, straight forward prose that
explores the realities and the hopes of marginalized kids.
Open to many genres, including mysteries, adventures,
humor, and suspense. No stories about animals, fairy tales,
or slavery. No graphic novels or graphic content. See
website for submission guidelines.
(ICL eNews 2/27/20 and Elm-Books.com)

HarperCollins has unveiled HARPER-CHAPTERS, a
new line of books for independent readers, ages 5 to 8, who
have graduated from “I Can Read!” but aren’t ready to
move on to standard chapter books. HarperChapters books
feature short blocks of text, many illustrations, and
interactive elements aimed at boosting kids’ reading
confidence and sense of accomplishment. According to
HarperCollins senior editor Maria Barbo, the idea for
HarperChapters came from teachers, librarians, and
parents who “. . . perceived a need for more books in the
early chapter book category, for kids making the transition
from early readers to traditional chapter books. . .
HarperChapters books have art on every page. . . which
makes children feel like they’re reading a big-kid book.”
(Publishers Weekly (PW) 2/25/20)

After 15 years of producing award-winning books and
garnering nearly 400 starred reviews and other honors,
Schwartz & Wade Books is splitting into two separate
imprints at RANDOM HOUSE CHILDREN’S
BOOKS. Launching in summer 2021 will be Anne
Schwartz Books, led by v-p and publisher Anne Schwartz;
and Random House Studio, headed by v-p and publisher
Lee Wade. At Anne Schwartz Books, Schwartz plans to
build a list that includes picture books, as well as select
middle-grade and YA fiction and nonfiction titles by
veteran and previously unpublished creators. For Random
House Studio, Lee Wade plans to publish “fresh, original,
child-pleasing books, with an eye to what’s going on in the
world—aesthetically, politically, and culturally.” The final
Schwartz & Wade list will publish in spring 2021. Maria
Modugno, executive director, editorial, and Ann Kelley,
senior editor, will join Wade at RHS. (PW 2/20/20)
STERLING PUBLISHING publishes children’s fiction
and nonfiction, as well as books for babies and toddlers.
Also publishes workbooks and flashcards under their Flash
Kids imprint. All submissions must be made via postal
mail. Visit the website’s contact page for a link to author
guidelines. (ICL eNews 3/12/20 and SterlingPublishing.com)
cont’d on pg. 15
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PHOENIX INTERNATIONAL PUBLICATIONS,
known for its licensed children’s sound and novelty books,
will launch Sunbird Books, a children’s imprint for its
non-licensed titles, in fall 2020. Developing titles for kids
up to 12, from board books and storybooks to graphic
novels, with a sweet spot of ages 4-8. Inaugural list
includes the picture book Beasties Love Booties by Susan
Rich Brooke, illustrated by Simona Ceccarelli; the board
book V Is for Votes!: A Suffragette Alphabet by Erin Rose,
illustrated by Jane Pica; and a series of graphic novels
called “It’s Her Story,” featuring stories about Rosa Parks
by Lauren Burke, illustrated by Shane Clester; and Marie
Curie by Kaara Kallen, illustrated by Rosie Baker. (PW
3/12/20)

THE INNOVATION PRESS is seeking creative and
engaging submissions of picture books, chapter books, and
young middle grade novels. Texts that blend fiction
elements with nonfiction elements are a plus. Love to see
more humor, and Own Voices submissions. Also open to
activity books which strengthen STEM skills, promote
child-led learning, or promote open-ended play. Note:
Activity books authors should have a strong platform.
(ICL eNews 3/5/20 and TheInnovationPress.com)

Sky Pony Press editors are always in the market for
manuscripts that speak to individual children, with specific
talents and needs. This imprint of SKYHORSE
PUBLISHING tackles a broad range of subject matter in
picture books, chapter books, middle grade, and YA fiction
and nonfiction, as well as educational books and novelty
books. Recent titles include Evolution for Smart Kids: A
Little Scientist’s Guide to the Origins of Life by Carlos Pazos
(picture book); It’s Fun to Draw Fairies, Mermaids,
Princesses, and Ballerinas by Mark Bergin (activity book
ages 5-10); When Boys and Girls Become Men and Women:
Everything You Need to Know about Growing Up by Jörg
Müller (nonfiction, ages 8-12); Christmas Carol & the
Shimmering Elf by Robert L. Fouch (middle grade action/
adventure/time travel/Christmas story); The Benefits of
Being an Octopus by Ann Braden (contemporary upper
middle grade); People of the Lake by Nick Scorza (young
adult paranormal mystery). (CBI – March 2020 and
SkyHorsePublishing.com)

Triangle Square Books For Young Readers, the children’s
imprint of SEVEN STORIES PRESS, was founded by
Dan Simon in 2012 to “breathe progressive new life into
the world of children’s and YA books and inspire children
to think for themselves and change the world.” TSBFYR
supports social justice, multicultural literacy, restoration of
the environment, kids’ rights, and freedom of the
imagination. Seeking fiction and nonfiction manuscripts
for all from ages that tie in with these ideas. Sample titles:
15

10,000 Dresses by Marcus Ewert and Rex Ray (picture
book about gender identity), A is for Activist by Innosanto
Nagara (board book), Cory Silverberg’s Sex Is A Funny
Word: A Book About Bodies, Feelings and You (ages 8-11),
and Ink Knows No Borders: Poems of the Immigrant and
Refugee Experience, edited by Alyssa Raymond and Patrice
Vecchione (YA poetry).
(CBI – March 2020 and SevenStories.com)

WHAT ON EARTH BOOKS is an international,
independent nonfiction publisher of books that engage
children’s natural curiosity and passion for learning. “Its
books offer diverse perspectives on the world and help
children connect the dots to build a lifetime of general
knowledge.” Develops books independently and in
partnership with the Smithsonian, the American Museum
of Natural History, the Natural History Museum in
London, the Shakespeare Birthplace Trust, the Science
Museum, and the National Trust. Uses freelancers for
work-for-hire. Email Patrick@WhatOnEarthBooks.com
with your CV or submission or any information that you
feel is relevant. Or email Katy Lennon, Editor, at Katy@
WhatOnEarthBooks.com with your CV or proposal.
Browse the current catalog and backlisted titles.
(EvelynBChristensen.com 3/31/20 and WhatOnEarthBooks.com)
WOODBINE HOUSE, an indie publisher in Bethesda,
Maryland, specializes in books about developmental
disabilities such as Down syndrome, autism, ADD, and
ADHD. Currently seeking works that are written expressly
for parents or other family members of children with
disabilities. “It is essential that you have hands-on
experience with one or more children with disabilities and
that your book reflect that experience.” Also publishes a
limited number of children’s books for or about children
and teens with disabilities. For details on current needs and
submission guidelines, visit the FAQ page, and scroll down
to Submissions. (CBI – April 2020 and WoodbineHouse.com)

“Let who you are, what you are, what you
believe, shine through every sentence you
write, every piece you finish.”

John Jakes – NY Times Bestselling Author, Historical Fiction

PUBLISHING PERSONNEL NEWS
ABRAMS editorial promotions: Meredith Mundy is
Editorial Director, Preschool, moving up from executive
editor, Appleseed. Courtney Code is Editor, from
associate5editor.
(Publishers Weekly Children’s Bookshelf (PWCB) 2/27/20)
cont’d on pg. 16
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Julia McCarthy has been promoted to Associate Editor at
ATHENEUM, from assistant editor. (PWCB 2/25/20)
BLOOMSBURY CHILDREN’S BOOKS
(PWCB 3/5/20)
	Mary Kate Castellani has been promoted to Editorial
Director, from executive editor.
Jeanette Levy has been promoted to Assistant Art
Director, from senior designer.
Kate Sederstrom has been promoted to Assistant
Editor, from editorial assistant.
DISNEY/HYPERION welcomed Rachel Stark as
Editor. Previously, she freelanced for First Second and
Scholastic. (PWCB 3/10/20)

Liz Van Doren is V-P, Executive Editorial Director at
HIGHLIGHTS FOR CHILDREN, up from v-p,
executive editorial director, book publishing. She will now
be responsible for all editorial content, except the
magazines. (PWCB 3/17/20)

HMH BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS
(PWCB 3/19/20)
	Margaret Raymo moved up to Senior Editorial
Director of Versify and BFYR, from senior executive
editor.
	Emilia Rhodes is Editorial Director of Etch and
BFYR, from editorial director of BFYR.
	Erika Turner has been promoted to Senior Editor at
Versify, from editorial project manager.
	Chris Krones is Editor, from associate editor.
	Gabriella Abbate and Elizabeth Agyemang have been
promoted to Editorial Associate, from editorial
assistant.
Liz Kossnar has joined LITTLE, BROWN BOOKS
FOR YOUNG READERS as Senior Editor. She was
previously an editor at Simon & Schuster BFYR.
(PWCB 3/17/20)
Promotions at PENGUIN YOUNG READERS
(PWCB 3/12/20)
Rosie Ahmed is Assistant Editor at Dial BFYR.
	Elise LeMassena and Caitlin Tutterow have been
promoted to Assistant Editor at Putnam BFYR.
Rachel Sonis is Assistant Editor at Penguin
Workshop.

SIMON & SCHUSTER welcomed Deeba Zargarpur
as Editor at S&S Books for Young Readers and Salaam
Reads; she was most recently associate editor at Glasstown
Entertainment. (PWCB 3/26/20)
Kristie Patterson joined Aladdin and Simon Pulse as
Editorial Assistant, exiting McIntosh & Otis.
(PWCB 2/27/20)
16

“The last stage of grief is Acceptance. Yep,
your book was rejected. But you are alive. Your
creativity has not diminished. You are capable
of learning more and writing better. Rejection,
in all of its forms, is part of being a writer.”

Laurie Halse Anderson – NY Times Bestselling Author

AGENT NEWS
Megan Manzano at D4EO LITERARY AGENCY is
open to queries beginning May 1st, seeking middle grade
and young adult stories that “burrow into her mind and
don’t let go. She loves stories with a strong voice,
unforgettable characters, and a plot that keeps her flipping
from page to page, eager to find out what’s next.” Genres of
interest include science fiction, fantasy, contemporary,
thrillers, and romance. Always on the hunt for friendship/
sibling stories, geeky characters, anti-heroes, and diverse
characters. See her Manuscript Wish List page for more
details. Follow her on Twitter @Megan_Manzano.
(Children’s Book Insider (CBI) – April 2020 and
ManuscriptWishList.com)
RAVEN QUILL LITERARY AGENCY was founded in
January 2020 by Attorney and Agent Jacqui Lipton,
representing children’s literature, from picture books
through young adults. Other agents on the RQLA team:
Kelly Dyksterhouse, Kortney Price, and Lori Steel. All
are open to queries. Follow them on Twitter, and visit the
agency website for wish list and submission details.
(CBI – March 2020 and RavenLiterary.com)
Shari Maurer is building her list at THE STRINGER
LITERARY AGENCY with contemporary and historical
middle grade and young adult submissions. Especially
interested in humorous, offbeat, and quirky stories; also,
mysteries and paranormal romance. No fantasy.
(CBI – February 2020 and StringerLit.com)

“Starting when I was fifteen, I began to send
short stories to magazines like Esquire, and
they, very promptly, sent them back two days
before they got them!”

SCRIBBLES

Ray Bradbury – Author and Screenwriter
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MAGAZINE MARKET
Cricket Media has posted a special call for submissions
that match new themes for their literary magazines.
BABYBUG®: “Beep-Beep, Vroom-Vroom!” and “Breezy
Summer”; LADYBUG®: “Making Make Believe” and
“My Family”; SPIDER®: “Wordplay” and “Get a Move
On!”; and CRICKET®: “Best Friends Forever?” and
“Tales of the Sea.” Submission deadline is June/July 2020.
Click on the Submittable page link for more info on
themes and each magazine’s specific guidelines and
deadlines: https://cricketmag.submittable.com/submit
(SCBWI’s Blueboard 3/6/20 and CricketMedia.com)
HUMPTY DUMPTY accepts short stories, mini-stories,
poetry, and crafts for ages 2-6. Pays $25 and up. See
website for specific guidelines and formatting instructions.
http://uskidsmags.com/writers-guidelines/
(ICL eNews 4/2/20 and USKidsMag.com)
JACK AND JILL accepts fiction and nonfiction for ages
6-12. Always in need of high-quality stories, articles, and
activities that subtly incorporate health topics into the
story or article. Humor is important. Must impart a
positive message without being preachy. Especially
interested in nonfiction features or Q&As with regular
kids who are engaged in unusual, challenging, or
interesting activities. Pays $25 and up. Writers guidelines
on website: http://uskidsmags.com/writers-guidelines/
Direct submissions to Jennifer Burnham, Senior Editor.
(Children’s Book Insider – February 2020 and USKidsMag.com)

LIL’ SMORE and SMORE are print/digital magazines
targeted to girls (and boys), aged 3-7 and 7-12 respectively,
to get them excited about STEAM. Features profiles of
cool women in science, also trivia, games, puzzles,
experiments, and the latest scientific breakthroughs. “We
pay and are open to all types of articles. Interested
candidates can write to AsstEditor@SmoreMagazine.com
with previously published samples for more information.”
(ICL eNews 2/27/20 and SmoreMagazine.com)

“The unwise writer is the one who goes on
believing that writing is easy – it’s just getting
published that’s hard!”

Moira Allen – Founder/Editor-in-Chief of Writing-World.com

WRITING RESOURCES
If you’ve ever wondered why the wheels of publishing seem
to turn so slowly, Floris Books explains it all in this HOW
PUBLISHING WORKS infographic. While the graphic
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is specific for Floris’s operations, its visual example is
helpful for seeing and understanding how the publishing
process works at many companies, large and small.
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/write/
(Institute of Children’s Literature (ICL) eNews 3/26/20
and FlorisBooks.co.uk)

NONFICTION NINJAS This nonfiction blogging group
offers weekly posts that address different areas of children’s
writing, such as outlining, research, and types of nonfiction.
Bookmark this site and refer to it often. You’ll be glad
you did! https://www.nonfiction-ninjas.com/blog
(ICL eNews 3/5/20 and NonfictionNinjas.com)
Young adult author Julie Glover offers 5 TIPS FOR
WRITING GREAT DIALOGUE, as examined through
the lens of one of her favorite television shows, Gilmore
Girls. Enjoy the full entertainment value of Julie’s written
and visual presentation. But in the meantime, here’s a
summary of the tips:
1 Represent, don’t reproduce, real dialogue.
2. Have a purpose for dialogue.
3. Tailor dialogue to character.
4. Use subtlety to express feelings.
5. Include subtext.
(ICL eNews 1/31/20 and WritersInTheStormBlog.com)

“If you make friends with the three “R’s” of
writing – revisions, rejections, and rewrites –
eventually the fourth “R” – reward – will come.”
Carrie A. Pearson – Children’s Book Author

COMPETITIONS
THE TIMES/CHICKEN HOUSE CHILDREN’S
FICTION COMPETITION

This small, highly selective UK publisher and subsidiary of
Scholastic Inc., hosts an annual writing competition for
undiscovered talent. Since launching in 2007, this event has
produced a slew of successful new authors, including Laurel
Remington (The Secret Cooking Club). The competition is
open to all unpublished, unagented writers of original and
exciting stories for 7-to-18-year-olds. The winning
manuscript will be published by Chicken House, plus the
author will receive an offer of representation from top literary
agent, Kate Shaw of the Shaw Agency. SUBMISSION
DETAILS ON THe Chicken House website. Deadline is
Midnight, June 1, 2020. (ChickenHouseBooks.com)
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Lee & Low Books 20th Annual NEW VOICES
COMPETITION This contest is for picture book
manuscripts by writers of color or Native/Indigenous writers.
The winner receives a cash grant of $2000 and a standard Lee
& Low publication contract, including the basic advance and
royalties for a first-time author. An Honor Award winner will
receive a cash grant of $1000. Entrants must be U.S. residents
and have not previously had a children’s picture book
published. Only unagented submissions will be accepted.
Submissions are digital-only. Deadline is August 31, 2020.
(Children’s Book Insider Newsletter – April 2020 and
LeeAndLow.com)
RITA D. RUSSELL
Rita D. Russell is a word lover, storyteller, and
writer with hope and heart. She has tons of
terrific ideas for picture books, screenplays,
novels, and T-shirts, and she’s excited to share
her work with the world. She’s always on the
hunt for the best pecan pie recipe ever, and
occasionally she tweets @RRussellWrites.

SCBWI is offering members a series of no-charge digital
workshops to support our members during this time. These
events are packed with world-class information on the craft
and business of writing and illustrating books for children.
These events started on April 2, and take place live via
Zoom. If you can’t attend the live event, or if it fills up, a
video recording of each workshop will be available on the
SCBWI website for one month afterward.

Registration will be open for one workshop at a time and
opens the Monday before each workshop at 10 am. PDT.
https://www.scbwi.org/scbwi-digital-workshops/
DIGITAL WORKSHOP #1 April 2, 1:00 - 2:00 pm PDT
“Big Picture Revision for Middle Grade and Young Adult
Novels” with author Kate Messner
BONUS: #1FOLLOW UP April 14, 11:30 am - 12:30 pm PDT
To answer many of the questions that Kate didn’t have
time to get to during Digital Workshop #1 session.
DIGITAL WORKSHOP #2 April 9, 1:00 - 2:00 pm PDT
“Outstanding Openers for MG and YA” with editor Sara
Sargent.
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DIGITAL WORKSHOP #3 April 16, 1:00 - 2:00 pm PDT
“How We Write Children’s Books and Why” with author/
actor Henry Winkler and SCBWI’s Lin Oliver.
DIGITAL WORKSHOP #4 April 23, 1:00 - 2:00 pm PDT
“Book Marketing 101: How to be Your Own Publicist”
with author Jennifer Vassel.
DIGITAL WORKSHOP #5 April 30, 1:00 - 2:00 pm PDT
“Page by Page: Breaking Down Picture Book Pagination
with editor Kait Feldmann.
DIGITAL WORKSHOP #6 May 7, 1:00 - 2:00 pm PDT
“Two Art Directors Talking: The Theater of Picture Books
– The Art of Bringing Visual Elements Together for
Storytelling” with Laurent Linn and Cecilia Yung.
DIGITAL WORKSHOP #7 May 14, 1:00 - 2:00 pm PDT
“Using Scene to Tell Story” with author Linda Sue Park.
DIGITAL WORKSHOP #8 May 21, 1:00 - 2:00 pm PDT
“A Creative Look at the State of Children’s/YA Books”
with literary agent Marietta Zacker.
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